
Many types of physical injuries can leave visible or 
palpable scars. These marks that feel different to the touch 
or look ‘out of place’ on the body can serve as reminders 
of sorts. Some scars can produce real and actual pain, 
even after long years. Moreover, the place of scarring may 
never return to how it once was. There are scars that are 
permanent and impervious to complete healing. Scars, in 
general, can indicate particular changes about our lives, 
upon our being, in us.    

But what about the scars of our hearts? It is not the literal 
heart that is spoken of here, but rather the ‘heart’ human 
beings possess that can be hurt, broken, betrayed, saddened, 
invigorated, consoled, or made frozen and callous. This 
heart is vulnerable to scarring, is it not?

Grief experiences over 
certain losses can scar 
the heart. Certain losses 
seem to alter our lives and 
irreversibly impact who we 
are as persons. And this is 
only sensible if we hold to 
the notion that the heart is 
the core of a person. When 
a person’s core is injured 
and scarring sets in, there 
are bound to be changes 
about the person to one 
degree or another. This 
is not a difficult concept 
to grasp academically as 
much as it is to admit and 
live with, day after day.

Grief scars are primarily 
relational wounds. It is true 
that grief (personal response to perceived loss) can affect a 
person physically, perhaps the ‘wear and tear’ of grieving, 
as it were, leaving a griever looking more ‘aged’ (further 
graying of hair, newly etched wrinkles, weakened physical 
posture, etc.). But, above and beyond the physiological 
strain of grieving, this journey after loss is mostly one of 
revisiting the relationship to the person who died, other 
living persons and oneself. Grief scars touch upon the world 
of relationships of the griever.

If we accept the idea that grief scars are primarily relational 
in nature, then it may be easy enough to recognize, also, 
that each grief scar has tales to tell. How is this so? All 
human relationships can be perceived in a story-like 
format: a beginning of some sort, a middle portion and 
‘conclusions’ or departures. Granted, grief scar tales are 
not always this neat and tidy, but the point is that scars 

inherently come with stories that render the basis of the 
significance of each scar.

What grief scars mark the surface of your heart? How deep 
does each scar go? Each scar occurred at a point in time, 
which is to say you were a certain person then. Who are you 
now in light of your grief scars? Who were you prior to the 
scarring? Have you yourself ever been the audience to your 
scar tales? Have you told others your scar tales?

It is proposed that the telling of our grief scar tales can 
be a balm to our very scars. As conscientiously nursing a 
physical wound increases the chances of a scar forming 
without infection, so it may be that giving attention to the 
biographical stories associated with our heart wounds can 

aid in grief scar formation 
without much ‘infection’ or 
complication. But how can 
communicating our grief scar 
tales help to mend our hearts?             

One thing that may resonate 
with many grievers is how grief 
tends to want an audience. 
We instinctually want to tell 
our story. In turn, we want 
our story to be heard and 
acknowledged by the audience. 
We want the pain of our grief to 
be respected. We desire that the 
loss we feel not go unnoticed, 
out of concern that the loss be 
in vain. Telling willing others 
our scar tales can be a way 
of inviting commiseration. 
Commiseration helps to 
assuage our sense of loneliness, 

alienation, abandonment, awkwardness and damages in 
grief. It may be that the consoling and restoring faculty of 
commiseration is contained in telling the tales of our scars.

Grief scar tales are sure to be had by us all, in our shared 
human condition. The hope is that each of us will be able 
to find an audience (as well as being an audience to others) 
with whom scar tales may be exchanged respectfully. 
An audience with whom we may tell our tales without 
repercussion, censure and unsolicited judgment is a 
valuable find, indeed. In such a place, it is possible that our 
grief scars may form in a healthy way and so take part in 
rendering our hearts to endure...with scars and all.
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